IT might be a small independent business, but JPL Designs is
having a big impact in the lives of its customers.That's because for
22 years the Coventry-based firm has designed and installed highquality kitchens and bedrooms for people across the city.
It has survived the testing times businesses have witnessed over the past few
years and come out stronger - like only companies with integrity and a reputation
for quality can.The company spent the first half of its life in Earlsdon before
moving to a large, purpose-built site in Canley, where it is now based.
The Fletchamstead Highway site has a fully-fitted kitchen studio to view while
clients can even see their kitchen or wardrobes being manufactured on the
premises. And staff are able to offer a full in-house design and installation
service with trusted fitters that have worked alongside boss Jean Paul Lamon for
years.
He said the company had a simple ethos to focus 100 per cent of their efforts on
clients to deliver a truly outstanding kitchen
or bedroom without sacrificing quality or
service.
"I believe in good old fashioned customer
service and this is what sets us apart from
the rest of the competition.
"We do what we say we are going to do we
start and do not leave to drop onto other projects until we are totally finished,"
Jean Paul added. And it seems to have paid off. There are dozens of happy
customers whose testimonials fill a whole page on the company's website.
One said: "The very professional
approach and the standard of
workmanship has been excellent and the
new doors and general refurbishment of
our kitchen has made it look like new.
"It goes without saying that we would
highly recommend you to all our friends,
thank you once again for a first class job."
And the list goes on: "Because of you we
now have a new, stunning, beautiful kitchen," another one says.
Also on the website is a glimpse into the showroom, with numerous 360-degree
cameras showing what's on offer. JPL offers all types of finishes to both kitchen
and bedrooms to suit all tastes and budgets. And the company's top reputation
even earned it a feature on popular TV show 60 Minute Makeover a couple of
years ago, while it has also donated generously to charity.

